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The Starting Point

The starting point took place when the professor and
researcher A. k. John alias Al- Dayrani, began verifying and
publishing the books of his great teacher, the savant
Mohammad Amin Sheikho, and in fulfilling his wish in
introducing the cupping operation to the human community
in an authentic and scientific manner in order to enable
people to get use of this marvelous medical gem.

After practically checking thousands of wondrous
recovery cases during long elapsing years which culminated
in the discovery of the cupping operation in its correct
scientific rules.

In fact, Prof. Al-Dayrani oriented a big number of some
great Syrian physicians in unique and distinct explanations
about the cupping operation and its strict rules got from his
teacher, the savant Mohammad Amin Sheikho.

That action on the part of prof. Al-Dayrani crystallized
their opinions about the matter which encouraged them to
work hand in hand with him to introduce that sublime
therapeutic art to the human community which suffered for
long from the grip of diseases and agonies in a scientific
medical style speaking the language of the age, and taking
into consideration that these precise rules were not known
to anyone in the Arab world or in the western world before
the great scholar M. Amin Sheikho spoke about it.
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Scientific Medical Achievements of Cupping

The official broadcasting station of London (BBC), in one
of its main news bulletins on 12/08/2001, declared the
following:

“The Syrians were used to betake themselves to the
British capital seeking for channels of treating their diseases
of which they were desperate, or they came to make
medical checkups or to perform some complicated medical
operations. Such a way of acting on the part of the Syrians
seemed very normal, but the unexpected act was the
change in their destination from Great Britain towards the
Syrian capital. A scientific medical team representing the
British Royal Family began communications and dialogues
with a group of Syrian physicians in Damascus in search for
the cupping operation for the treatment of the hereditary
disease, hemophilia. The disease confirmed its recovery in a
number of sick people in Syria by means of cupping
operations”.

A spokesman on behalf of the prof. A. k. Dayrani, a
verifier and a publisher of the books of the Damascene
erudite who vitalized the cupping operation and restored its
correct methods.

The spoke man added that a delegation communicated
with him to acquaint themselves with the medical studies
done on hundreds of Syrian and Arab patients through the
precise and accurate procedures which led to astonishing
results for most diseases, especially hemophilia.


